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ABSTRACT 

Study and learning of foreign business language consists of several components which includes grammatical and 

communicative competence, proficiency in language as well as a sublime change in the attitudes towards acceptance of 

own or another culture. For both the scholars and laymen the cultural competence which can be said as the acquired 

information of the customs and beliefs of another country is certainly a non-detachable part of foreign language learning. 

Teachers have observed it as their aim to inculcate the part of culture in the foreign language curriculum. It could also be 

maintained that the value of communicative competence which in the last decade has left a trail. Thus we can say that in 

foreign language teaching we must emphasize on the situation and the circumstances in which the language can be used 

accurately. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Speaking differently in the wider context of language regarding society and culture, it can be said that it has been 

centered to a state elusive of various definition. Many teachers and students overwhelmingly talk about the same without 

even knowing what it exactly means. It stands to justify that the term communicative competence must be made an 

educational point. What is observed is that most of the teachers and students tend to lose grip on the basic point that the 

delivery of the knowledge of grammatical design of German language also called grammatical competence, must be 

complemented by promoting of the foundational understanding of the German culture also by its specific definitions i.e. 

communicative or cultural competence. 

When you are traveling in European Countries or in German-speaking countries, soon you will realize that the 

words and phrases used by you most frequently will be the common German greetings. These words and phrases will 

become second nature because you use these words and phrases everytime when its day out or night in with approximately 

everyone you met. You should use a polite greeting with someone you know or want to know. Similar as in India, most 

German-speaking countries considered as good manners to greet everyone you come across. So, doesn’t matter you are 

speaking to a waiter, or a clerk, you should say a polite Guten Tag or Grüβ dich before you proceed. 

Table 1 

Hello Hallo (Haalow) 
Greet you Grüβ dich (gruews dish) 
Hallo Servus ( zer-voos) 
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Good Morning Guten Morgen (goo-ten Morgan) 
Table 1: Contd., 

Good afternoon/ day Guten Tag (goo-ten taag) 
Good evening GutenAbend (goo-ten aa-bend) 
Good night GuteNacht (gooteNakht) 
Wiegehtesdir? Esgehtmir gut. 
WiegehtesIhnen? Mir gehtes gut. 
Wiegeht’s? Prima (preemaa) 
Was istlos? Gut. 
AllesKlar? Ja 
Bye( Informal) Tschüss ? (chews) 
Good Bye (Formal) Auf Wiedersehen ((owf v-der-ze-hen) 
Byebye Ciao 
See you soon Bisdann/ Bis bald 
See you later Wirsehenuns / Bisspatter 
See you tomorrow Bis morgen (bissmohr gen) 
See you next time Biszumnächsten Mal 
See you soon Wirsehenuns Bald 
We’ll speak later Wirsprechenunsspatter 
Talk to you later Auf wiederhören 
Have a good day Schönen tag (noch) 
Have a good weekend SchönesWochenende 
Please to meet you Esfreutmich 
Good luck VielGlück 
Bless you Gesundheit 
Have fun Viel spaβ 
Happy journey Gutefahrt 
Have a nice trip Gutereise 

 
The literal translation of bist du and sindsie ‘are you’ but the difference is ‘sindSie’ is formal and ‘bist du’ is 

informal. 

HalloL: This is the typical German greeting. Very simple and easy to pronounce and frequently used by 

everyone. 

Grüβ Dich: Its an old fashioned way of saying hello and literal translation is ‘greet you’. 

Servus: This greeting is commonly used in southern Germany, which we also can used as goodbye as well. Same 

asGrüß dich. 

Guten Morgen/Tag/Abend, GuteNacht: Literal translation of good morning/afternoon or day/evening , Good 

night. When you talking someone whom you indicate or call “sir/ ma’am “ Guten Tag is an appropriate greeting to use 

there. 

WiegehtesIhnen/ dir?: “How are you?” in German language .Ihnen is used when we addressing someone 

Formal or for strangers, and the people who are in positions of authority. we use dir when talking to younger ones or 

Informal or someone we know well. 

Wiegeht’s?: Same as Wiegehtesdir, but more casual. Literal translation is “What’s happening?” or “How’s it 

going?”. Perfect for your classmates and friends, but don’t use it with your boss or professor. 

Was istlos?:n Its similar to Wiegeht’s: what’s up , how’s it going . Again, cool to use with your friends and with 

young people in casual conversation. Also remember about Wasistlos?can also mean ‘What’s wrong?’, especially when we 
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add in a ‘denn’. Was istdennlos? means ‘What is the matter?’ and Was isthierlos? can be translated as “What’s wrong 

here?” 

Allesklar?: Same as was istlos, it literally means “Everything alright?” However, it is commonly used as a casual 

greeting among friends or use as informal .AllesKlar can also be translated as “What’s up?” in English. 

Tschüss: The German word of “bye” or “bye-bye,” Tschüss is a simple and an informal way of saying goodbye. 

It is can be easily used in any situation. 

Auf Wiedersehen: It is pretty old-fashioned, and a Formal German goodbye. It is like saying “Farewell”—may 

be too formal when used with friends or classmates. 

Ciao: Ciao is the most common word used in Berlin for Bye. It’s a way to say bye in many European Countries. 

BIS Bald / AUF Bald: This is similar as “See you soon,” and is a good, informal way of saying bye. 

Bisdann / Bisspäter: Bisdann and Bisspäter both can be translated as “See you later.” Just like Bis bald, these are 

great options to say ‘bye’ to informal people and acquaintances. 

Wirsehenuns: Another simple and decent way to say “See you later.” If you add a dann to Wirsehenunsdann, it 

means “See you then”  

Biszumnächsten Mal: This is frequently used in new channels and in reality shows by Anchor “till next time”. 

BiszumnächstenMal: This is used when you want to say “See you next time,” and for good bye it would be 

appropriate greeting to someone you meet daily , for example, a co-worker or a classmate 

Wirsprechenuns bald / Wirsprechenuns spatter: This is a literal translation ‘We will talk soon’ or ‘We will 

talk later.’A nice way to end telephonic conversations. 

AUF Wiederhören: This is similar as bye which literally translated as “Talk to you later,” and is another way to 

say good bye on the telephone. 

Schönen Tag (noch) / SchönesWochenende: These are simple ways to say bye to about anyone. Schönen Tag 

means ‘Have a good day’ and SchönesWochenende is a nice way to wish someone ‘Have a good weekend’. If someone 

speaks this to you, you could reply with ‘You too!’ Dir auch! 

Esfreutmich: This is a nice way to say ‘nice to meet you’ in german language. This we mostly use when we 

talking to stranger and after a nice conversation we say this 

VielGlück: This is similar as ‘Good luck’ or ‘all the best’ as we use in English. 

Gesundheit: This is a word we use for ‘Bless you’ . This can be also used as a response to sneezing  

VielSpaß!: This can be translated as ‘Have fun!’ This can be used for wishing goodbye to friends who are going 

on a trip, in a party as we use in English. 

GuteFahrt! / GuteReise!: This could be translated as “Have a good trip!” and is a nice way to wish someone 

who’s going on a trip or journey / vacations etc. 
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Foreign languages’ learning is so important today that it not only adds to career but also helps to enrich 

individuals as a product for the jobs. As a trainer of German language, I have often come across students from interior 

India who are not so fluent in English to be able to grab a job in big MNCs and service sector despite having many 

additional other skills. However after learning German or any other foreign language, their confidence as well as market 

value went up and most of them got respectable jobs. Surprisingly still they are not fluent in English but the knowledge of 

Germanempowered them in their employability. 

It anyhow also proves that one doesn't have to be expert in English to be suitable to learn a foreign language. If 

one has planned to tour or settle to European countries then knowledge of German helps improve your communication. 

Todaymany Indians are working abroad and many come to India for work. As a result the demand for intercultural 

comprehension is increasing day by day. Learning German is also about learning the culture of Germany. It is also like 

opening to a new and completely new window for oneself in the world. Throughout the world, the stress and focus these 

days is much on a multiculturaloffice environment. The percentage of in a job in Europe certainly is on increase that too if 

you speak of at least one European language. Now, days MNCs put a lot of pressure on global communication and those 

able to communicate in the local European language are a step ahead already. 

My point in this research paper is to how to inculcate a culture into the preexisting foreign language curriculum 

that too with a view of fostering awareness and transferring insight into the target audience. In past such a thing wastried 

by keeping in mindthe geographical environment as well as historical and political development of the alien culture. It also 

meant the institutions and traditions; the literary achievements so far and even the small details of the routine life of its 

members in society. We must admit that we cannot teach and inculcate culture rather than we can better teach a foreign 

language and gradually it becomes a habit. If analysed critically it can be said that we can actually try to show the path 

byproper training of foreign language rather than to be judgmental anddevelop a proper design to specifically train a 

student in German language in particular. Teachers can make the students aware of the fact that there are nofacts or logic 

of a language being superior and inferior. Teachers in the classroom are supposed to clear the prejudices of the students 

that learning German language is not to become superior over Indian languages but to keep oneself a step upper in the 

ladder of employability. A teachers’ task is to inculcate among the students an interest in the German language and to help 

to reestablish the German language classroom into not only a place where the German language is taught and learnt but as 

the one where opportunities for understanding of multiple kinds are provided through the German language trainer’s 

interactions 

CONCLUSIONS 

According to many recent researches it is noticedthat the German trainersmust always have in their mind that their 

basic motive is develop the need to make the students aware of the importance of German language and to provide them 

with some means of methodology in order to talk and converse in German and also to cultivate a high degree of intellectual 

and ornamental objectivity which is essential in cross linguistic analyses of German language. It’s very important for a 

German trainer to foster an understanding of the proper German language and usage. It’s demand of the day to develop an 

empathetic view that technically permits each and every foreign language student to accurately and precisely interpret 

foreign language meaning. Before jumping to consideration on some age old techniques for teaching German language in 

the foreign language classroom, it is actually useful to attempt to start and begin with basics and what else than the basics 

of greetings in German. 
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